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QUESTION 1

Determine whether the underlined portion of the sentence below is correct or whether it needs to be revised. Choose
the correct option. 

Study the ancient fighting art of Hapkido and you will learn to avoid directly matching your strength against your
opponents. 

A. your strength against your opponents. 

B. yours against your opponent. 

C. your strength against your opponent. 

D. your strength with your opponent. 

E. your opponent\\'s strength against one\\'s own. 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: "yours against your opponent" doesn\\'t say what\\'s being matched with what. "your strength against your
opponent", "your strength with your opponent", and "your opponent\\'s strength against one\\'s own" all have some sort
of parallelism error. 

 

QUESTION 2

Identify the error in the following sentence: 

Listening to music while working on homework is a dubious habit that many students have and do not want to break. 

A. Listening to music 

B. working on 

C. dubious 

D. break 

E. No error 

Correct Answer: E 

Explanation: This sentence is correct as written. 

 

QUESTION 3

Determine whether the underlined portion of the sentence below is correct or whether it needs to be revised. Choose
the correct option. 

Fleeing the horde of zombies on foot, an apparently safe building became visible to the terrified couple. 
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A. an apparently safe building became visible to the terrified couple. 

B. the terrified couple spotted a building that looked safe. 

C. a safe looking building was spotted by the terrified couple. 

D. the terrified couple\\'s luck changed when they spotted a safe looking building. 

E. their fear subsided somewhat when the terrified couple would spot a safe looking building. 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: "an apparently safe building became visible to the terrified couple", "a safe looking building was spotted by
the terrified couple", "the terrified couple\\'s luck changed when they spotted a safe looking building", and "their fear
subsided somewhat when the terrified couple would spot a safe looking building" are all dangling modifiers. Who was
fleeing the horde? The terrified couple was. 

 

QUESTION 4

Determine whether the underlined portion of the sentence below is correct or whether it needs to be revised. Choose
the correct option. 

The argument between Paarin and me about the dent in his car continued until the early morning. 

A. between Paarin and me about the dent in his car continued 

B. between Paarin and I about the dent in his car continued 

C. about the dent in his car continued for Paarin and I 

D. on the dent in his car between Paarin and me continued 

E. between Paarin and I on the dent in his car continued 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: "between Paarin and I about the dent in his car continued", "about the dent in his car continued for Paarin
and I", and "between Paarin and I on the dent in his car continued" all have pronoun case errors: when the pronoun is
the object of a preposition like "between," you need to use the objective case. "on the dent in his car between Paarin
and me continued" is awkward, especially in its misused idiom: "argument on." 

 

QUESTION 5

Identify the error in the following sentence: 

Adam\\'s scissors isn\\'t sharp enough to cut the fabric correctly. 

A. Adam\\'s 

B. isn\\'t 

C. enough 
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D. correctly 

E. No error 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: The correct answer is "isn\\'t" because the verb "isn\\'t" doesn\\'t agree with the subject "scissors." It\\'s
pretty obvious that "scissors isn\\'t" doesn\\'t sound correct when spoken aloud; you would naturally say "scissors
aren\\'t" if you were describing the condition of Adam\\'s scissors. However, you\\'ve undoubtedly learned from other
examples that you can\\'t always trust what sounds right to your ear. This sentence is especially tricky because
"scissors" is singular noun, so you might be tempted to think that "isn\\'t" is the correct verb. However, there are a few
words, like "scissors" and "pants," that act like plural nouns even when there is just one of them. Like all grammar rule
exceptions, these singular nouns that behave like plural nouns have to be memorized. 
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